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solutions.Q: Qt: QGraphicsPixmapItem works on Windows but not Linux Is there anything special that needs to be done

when creating a QGraphicsPixmapItem on Linux (e.g., with Qt Creator)? I can create a QGraphicsPixmapItem on
Windows, but not on Linux. The following code works fine on Windows but throws an error on Linux: #include int

main(int argc, char *argv[]) { QApplication a(argc, argv); QGraphicsPixmapItem item(QPixmap(":/images/home.jpg"));
return a.exec(); } When I run the above code on Linux, it produces the following output: WARNING: Syntax warning

in: #include "qclocale.h" WARNING: Format not a Win32 platform: '.' ('%'). WARNING: Syntax warning in: #include
"qclocale.h" WARNING: Undefined macro QT_QMAKE_EXECUTABLE. checking for main in -lqtmain checking for

main in -lqtmain_x11 checking for main in -lX11 missing libX11.a(x11proto.o): No such file or directory -lX11
returned 1 I'm using Qt Creator 2.4.1 on Linux to create the C++ Qt Project files (and compile them). I have Qt 4.8.3
installed on both my Windows 7 machine and my Ubuntu machine. A: It turned out that I did not have libqtmain_x11

installed. So, I was able to install libqtmain_x11 through apt-get. This link provided the solution: Efficacy of parenteral
aurothiomalate in psoriatic arthritis. Aurothiomalate is an effective, well-tolerated,
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May 17, 2020 Lectra Modaris v6r1, diamino v5r3, justprint v2r2 download.. Lectra Modaris V6r1 Crack mediafire links
free download, download Lectra . Diamino V5R3.rar May 17, 2020 Lectra Diamino Fashion V5r3 sponsored by Jun Li.
The lecture room is located by the second floor. I was very surprised by the room, which was located in the attic of the
building next to the lecture room. Here there was a big oval, which I think was a boxing match. Everything was there, a
roof, some seating, and suddenly in the center was a boxing ring. The building had windows on all floors. In the
basement was also a boxing ring. During my first visit, there were three lectures: one lecture room, and two boxing rings,
so I had to decide which lecture to attend. Diamino V5R3.rar Apr 21, 2012 Lectra V6R1-V7r2-V6R1-V7r1-V6R1.zip
Lectra Diamino Fashion V5R3 sp1.zip Diamino V5R3 sp2.zip Lectra V7r1-V7r2 Lectra Modaris
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